Cambridge Knowledge Partnership
About the Programme
We at Cambridge are committed to BRINGING brighter thinking from around the world into
the classroom. Dedicated to better learning, we work alongside educators and learners,
providing teachers and students with accessible, inspirational learning resources. With this
we continue to unlock the potential of children of this world and help them become better
citizens.
Geared up to partner a success story, as the world's leading international education
publisher provides educational resources, materials and services to teachers and learners.
Cambridge University Press in India assists many leading schools to benchmark and
improve their teaching and learning pedagogy in accordance with global trends and
standards. Together we aim to reach greater heights of accomplishments. Through our
comprehensive and high-quality print, digital and online resources, we aim to enable
thousands of learners to advance their learning, knowledge and abilities and to be
successful in the exams and assessments they take.
In an ever-changing global educational environment, we look forward to innovate, inspire
and lead the way in transforming education.
Partner with us today and take advantage of a host of benefits under the Cambridge
Knowledge Partnership Programme!
Benefit to the Teachers
Education is really one of the best tools for social change, economic development and
prosperity. And by imparting it, a teacher impacts not just the nation but also the world at
large. With inventiveness and novelty, we aim to benefit the individuals who are




instrumental in the nation’s transformation.
Innovative teaching pedagogy with effective teacher development programmes
Continuous professional development/ training programmes
Globally acclaimed prestigious
Benefit to the Students
A well-educated mind will always have more questions than answers and we intend to
nurture curious minds with the right tools. With improved methodologies, so many spheres
of life are positively affected.
So we have designed our pedagogy with the help of education experts. This helps us to
define and illustrate the skills and knowledge students need to succeed in work, life and
citizenship, as well as the support systems necessary for 21st century learning outcomes.

Experience transformational learning as students participate in the 21st century learning
skills workshop
 Engaging events like Exploring General Knowledge Quiz & Grammar Fun day
 Trophies and Certificates for the student of the year in English, Maths, Science and ICT
Benefits to Schools


The role of the school has changed today. From facing challenges like setting societyshaping policies to determining modern ethics, they have to cater to all this and much more.
At Cambridge, we’re passionate about the creation and impact of our knowledge and how,
in partnership, we can apply this to real challenges.









Innovative culture with access to premium resources and programmes
Cambridge Knowledge Partner shows your commitment to excellence
Your brand would be featured on the Cambridge University Press website
Opportunity to participate in global events
Co-branding opportunities at premium conferences
Dedicated technical and editorial support
Complimentary one month trial of new digital solutions and priority/early sampling of new
print titles
Specially designed engagement programmes

